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Need help!
January 22 2010 at 10:04 PM

Mykhaylo GERASYMOV  (Login archengel)

My project is about of the end ... 
 I have a problem with a front sight ... 

I have no spring which hold the corn - please show me which shape has this spring? I try to make it from steel wire or band. 
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Author Reply

 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

I can't help with a pic of the full spring January 25 2010, 8:02 PM 

Mykhaylo, but you may be able to work out the shape from the following photos. The front sight elements (korn) on my Falkes are stuck and I don't want to force them loose just to
photograph them. 

On the last pic, of a Falke 80 with the element half out, you can see that the leaf spring is fixed at the rear with a small steel rivet. (Thanks Pat for the correction!) 
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Klaus
 (Login Luftikus)

Re: I can't help with a pic of the full spring January 28 2010, 7:40 PM 

A few days before, i send Mykhaylo a detailed 
 Pic of the Spring. Unfortunately i can't post 

 the pics in the Forum directly. 

Greetings Klaus
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 Garvin
 (Premier Login Garvin2)

 Owner

A couple of pics of the front sight spring January 30 2010, 12:28 AM 

kindly provided by Klaus.  
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